
  

 

 
CTI-TC Working Session 

 

Meeting Date: Aug 21, 2018 

Time: 3:00 p.m. EDT 

Purpose: Weekly Working Session 

Attendees: 

John Wunder – Moderator 
Trey Darley 
Bret Jordan 
Nicholas Hayden 
Jeffrey Mates 
 

Ivan Kirillov 
Chris Ricard 
Rich Piazza 
Gary Katz  

Sarah Kelley – Recorder 
John-Mark Gurney 
Ron Williams 
Drew Varner 
Masato Terada 

Agenda: 

• Discussing Infrastructure Object 
Meeting Notes: 

 
John: We’re going to take a step back from discussing the CSDs to discuss new potential features for future 
CSDs. We want to discuss use cases for an Infrastructure object.  Document link: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10j6BKbGb38UhDEh4QdmQfFCnZhQgeRMcAa20IqejbGQ/edit  
John: What types of products are we trying to capture with infrastructure? Indicator feeds, reports, etc. How 
is it used in the real word/ in your network? What types of infrastructure do we want to describe? Is that the 
right way to proceed? 
John: Infrastructure referenced within incident report. Describes C2 domains, and discusses the 
infrastructure itself. Any other thoughts/suggestions? 
Bret: Example is the dragonfly writeup from Symantec. We can’t do malware yet, but we’re working on it. As 
you read the report, you can see the delivery type was a wifi camera out of S. Korea, launch point came from 
Netherlands. Trying to trace back threat actors, it’s those sorts of things we need to do. What type of devices 
are they using for delivery and attack?  
Nick H: Are we doing attacker or defender infrastructure? 
John: What do people think? 
Bret: I’ll wait 
Jeff: Both, though main emphasis is adversary. But also, the defender if possible. Try to be agnostic. 
Chris; I agree as long as the object can be indicated to be malicious or benign 
Bret: I would agree. Both could eventually be infrastructure used by actor. Are they using your infrastructure 
as part of their infrastructure? 
Trey: I agree that we do both victim and attacker, but I think STIX is an information exchange format. The use 
cases around malicious infrastructure (and how I would share it) are different from how I would capture my 
own infrastructure. We know the scope is broad. If we try to do both in the initial pass, we make the scope so 
broad we’re unlikely to achieve consensus. Let’s constrain to malicious for now. Consider renaming object to 
malicious infrastructure object, then maybe do a benign one later.  
Jeff: Focus on malicious initially. Reluctant to rename object, hope to get benign as a side benefit 
Gary: I would want to know how the requirements are different, so we know if we can just extend malicious 
to benign. 
Bret: Agree with Jeff and Gary.  
Trey: I didn’t want to paint us into the corner.  
Nick: could be a simple status about benign vs. malicious 
John: as we go through use cases, should we include benign or focus on malicious?  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/10j6BKbGb38UhDEh4QdmQfFCnZhQgeRMcAa20IqejbGQ/edit
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Trey: Let’s focus on malicious, get to consensus, then expand.  
Chris: I agree. But knowing what’s malicious is complicated, if it’s compromised infrastructure. Needs to be 
considered bad even if it’s victim. 
John: Doesn’t need to be bought and purchased by bad guy 
John-Mark: Isn’t this originally for attacker infrastructure, not just ‘malicious’? Anything used to attack you. 
Nick: Maybe starting point is define status or state a piece of infrastructure could be in. 
Bret: I like that 
John: would that solution apply if we do it this way 
Trey: I like that too, greyscale 
Bret: I think you could do with open vocab “known bad” “suspected bad”, etc. What the attacker is trying to 
do.  
John: Maybe we should list how we’ve seen it used. Infrastructure from reports, automated feeds of c2 
infrastructure. Any others? 
Bret: We do this a lot. People want our data. We can start adopting STIX or do it proprietary 
John: We’ve given two use cases. Is there any other category you might want to provide? 
Trey: DGA domains. Stuff you haven’t observed but can predict with some confidence  
John: like an algorithm 
Trey: like passive DNS solution, like if you know the registrar  
Ron: when you have 15 records, you look at the new one, you see the other 15 funky, it’s high confidence 
Trey: haven’t actually seen in traffic, but you have a high confidence it’s bad 
Bret: we’ll detect threat actors standing up infrastructure to use later, not yet in use, but high confidence 
that it’ll be used soon. 
Jeff: defensive side, targeted technology (eg: targeting specific IoT device) 
Bret: I think that’s the problem. We have interesting information, but don’t have a way to correlate to do 
better predictions 
John: Other thoughts? What are people doing with these pieces of data? What are tools doing? What are 
analysts doing. Like blocking malicious traffic. TIP to firewall, or TIP to big data solution, etc. 
Bret: might do retrospective analysis as well. It’s a new and interesting thing, but have we seen it before? 
Low maturity orgs don’t do this, but higher maturity orgs do 
John: I captured that separately, since it’s a bit different 
Bret:  That’s the hope. Small mom and pop shop that just want a feed to block stuff, then upper echelon that 
wants extra stuff because of higher risk. 
John: What else? What’s another use for infrastructure 
Bret: to send police/FBI/Interpol to seize servers. Let nation states know of vulnerabilities 
Trey: standard format for takedown requests 
Ron: are there data artifacts to describe the data model, today or is it all ad hoc? 
Trey: I can take that to the FIRST community 
Ron: as I look, the question is what data model are people using that we can leverage? 
John: victim notification/potential victim use case. If you own the product, you may want to look into this. 
Gary: Correlation use case, indicators/observed data/malware, etc 
Bret: if you suspect a site but they’re not yet used, you may also look at data real time. Can track time frame 
actors actually use infrastructure. How fast do they switch IPs and Data centers? Tells you capabilities. What 
sort of staff do they have? 
John: Capturing trending separately. Boils down to seeing how threat actors are using infrastructure 
Bret: it takes time to spin up infrastructure, if they’re not all the same, then you may have different accesses 
John: anything else? 
Trey: human factor insiders. I hate to expand scope, but maybe add some notion of Threat actor 
identity/attribution. 
John-Mark: should be a relationship 
Trey: be able to capture that they have elevated access 
John: build a chain of what they’ve done 
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John: types of infrastructure like C2, phishing, botnet, exfiltration, staging and intermediary. 
Gary: recon 
Chris: what about DDoS? Would that fall under one of the others? 
John: subset of botnet? 
Trey: call it amplification 
John: I’ll write it separately 
Bret: without getting into design, high level, these things could be done creatively with what we already have 
in STIX, with vocabs, relationships, etc. This is very doable.  
John: maybe what we can do is think about observable type things to see if we need new objects, what do 
we need to capture in technical details? 
Gary: I think keeping general is good. By keeping general, it allows the analyst to express infrastructure in 
ways we haven’t thought of 
John: I don't want to limit the spec, but make sure we can cover what we know we need to cover. Do we 
need twitter handles? 
Trey: we have that 
John: should we skip for now? 
Trey: unless there are obviously missing ones? 
Jeff: Can you record more than one type simultaneously? How would that work 
John: what would the relationship be? 
Jeff: if you manage to map TA entire infrastructure, how do you map each piece (c2, delivery home PC), is 
that one object or several objects all attributed to TA 
Trey: takes us to data structure, but this conversation is supposed to be high level. Producers, consumers, 
etc. Let’s come up with high level so it works with sightings, indicators, etc. Let’s do a deep dive later. 
Bret: we need a way of documenting lots of infrastructure in an efficient way if it’s related in some way.  
John: it’s an important use case 
Bret: we need efficiency. You don’t want 10,000 infrastructure objects because the TA bounces around. 
John: *gives summary of what we’ve covered.* Are we missing any major dimensions?  
Gary: if we do it right it should be a relatively simple object, despite all the use cases. Try to solve it a basic 
way. Easier is better 
Bret: I agree. A lot of analytical data will be added 
John: we have some open questions at the end. Just a list of questions without answers. Is it possible to list 
infrastructure types as a vocab?  
Ivan: It was my question. For a lot of our SDOs we have a vocab for types. Can we do that for infrastructure 
or is infrastructure not defined enough yet to have a defined list 
Bret: I think we just did it up above 
Ivan: I think we took a good stab. Not sure if community would agree 
Bret: we’ve started small (in STIX) starting with what we KNOW is there and adding more 
Ron: *asks for clarification about Ivan’s comment* 
Ivan: I think what we have is incomplete. I’m not sure if we’ll come up with a list that people will agree on. 
Ron: Do we need that 
Ivan: we need a starting point. Malware has been studied a long time so there are well-defined types, maybe 
infrastructure isn’t that developed yet for a vocab 
Chris: is there already a vocab somewhere like in Veris? 
John: good point. I can’t think of one yet 
Chris: looking in Veris now 
Bret: I’m sure there are one or two vendors that do something internally we can ask. We have precedence 
(indicator) we know there will be more but start with top 4-5. Don’t be overly exhaustive up front.  
John: what else might we want to classify infrastructure with 
Bret: its current state 
John: level of maliciousness? 
Bret: no, currently being used, will be used, (temporally)  
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John: next, what types of relationships to other SDOs, think broadly to types of SDOs, threat actor style, TTP 
style, etc. Answers might be different. 
Bret: I think of it as things “use” infrastructure 
Jeff: own, rent, lease 
Ron: agrees 
Chris: you can compromise it too 
Chris: leverage? 
Sarah: register? 
Jeff: malware targets infrastructure, infrastructure has vulnerability, COA taken on Infrastructure 
John: almost could be an asset object. COA is open in 2.0, but there is a proposal for 2.1 
Bret: let’s not open that can of worms 
John: more thoughts on relationships? Next is how deep do we want to go? 
Ivan: this is mine. If you look at reports, they can do it in a deep manor, layered levels of infrastructure, one 
for controlling, one for pulling new data, one for C2, etc, you can get pretty detailed. It would be tricky, but 
maybe possible with dictionaries? Or you could do at observable level. Possibly start at abstract and move to 
more detailed 
Gary: I don’t think we need to focus it as much. If we reference observed data, we can go as deep as that 
object handles cyber observables, we get the benefit of how that works. If we pump resources into 
observables, we get that benefit here. 
Bret: I agree. Make sure infrastructure can talk to observed data, infrastructure to infrastructure. People can 
use custom properties if necessary. I think Gary’s spot on. 
John: other thoughts?  
Bret: we need to make sure you can link multiple infrastructures to each other. It could be in a chain of things 
John: How does infrastructure relate to indicators and observables? It’s a big question, we probably don’t 
have time to cover it right now. 
Bret: I think we tend to overthink things. If you know this, you can use it, if you don’t, just use indicators. If 
we link infrastructure and malware to observed data, we can solve Jason’s issues. 
Sarah: You can’t control what analysts do. They may make 10,000 objects because that’s how they think. 
John: Final thoughts? We’ll consolidates our notes and then send to the list. We may need to expand some of 
these things, so we better understand them. Then we can build up what the actual problem we’re trying to 
solve before we get to the solutions. 
 
Google Docs Version of Notes (For Searchability): 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FCHTlk3cilZCHnAIgFlOsX436V8srb_537VDH0_OCT4/edit?usp=sharing 

 
Meeting Terminated 

******************************************************************************* 
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